The effects of aponeurosis geometry on strain injury susceptibility explored with a 3D muscle model
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A B S T R A C T

In the musculoskeletal system, some muscles are injured more commonly than others. For example, the biceps femoris long head (BFLH) is the most commonly injured hamstring muscle. It is thought that acute injuries result from large strains within the muscle tissue, but the mechanism behind this type of strain injury is still poorly understood. The purpose of this study was to build computational models to analyze the stretch distributions within the BFLH muscle and to explore the effects of aponeurosis geometry on the magnitude and location of peak stretches within the model. We created a three-dimensional finite element (FE) model of the BFLH based on magnetic resonance (MR) images. We also created a series of simplified models with a similar geometry to the MR-based model. We analyzed the stretches predicted by the MR-based model during lengthening contractions to determine the region of peak local fiber stretch. The peak along-fiber stretch was 1.64 and was located adjacent to the proximal myotendinous junction (MTJ). In contrast, the average along-fiber stretch across all the muscle tissue was 0.95. By analyzing the simple models, we found that varying the dimensions of the aponeuroses (width, length, and thickness) had a substantial impact on the location and magnitude of peak stretches within the muscle. Specifically, the difference in widths between the proximal and distal aponeurosis in the BFLH contributed most to the location and magnitude of peak stretches, as decreasing the proximal aponeurosis width by 80% increased peak average stretches along the proximal MTJ by greater than 60% while slightly decreasing stretches along the distal MTJ. These results suggest that the aponeurosis morphology of the BFLH plays a significant role in determining stretch distributions throughout the muscle. Furthermore, this study introduces the new hypothesis that aponeurosis widths may be important in determining muscle injury susceptibility.

© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Some skeletal muscles are injured more commonly than others (Garrett, 1999); however, the factors making certain muscles more injury prone are not well understood. For example, amongst the bilateral hamstring muscles, the biceps femoris long head (BFLH) is injured most frequently, accounting for approximately 80% of all hamstrings injuries (Armfield et al., 2006). Previous investigations have reported that injury in the BFLH is most often observed along the length of the myotendinous junction (MTJ) in the proximal region of the muscle tissue (Clanton and Coupe, 1998; Koulouris and Connell, 2003; Silder et al., 2008). While these injury patterns are well documented, the underlying mechanisms that give rise to these patterns are not presently understood. It remains unclear why the BFLH is more prone to injury than the other hamstrings muscles and why injuries in the BFLH are generally localized near the proximal MTJ.

Strain injury in skeletal muscle has been thought to result when regions of a muscle experience localized strains above a certain threshold (Garrett, 1999). Those regions have been shown to correspond to the location of injury (Best et al., 1995). Muscles are most prone to injury while performing lengthening contractions (Armstrong et al., 1983; Faulkner et al., 1993; Lieber and Friden, 2002; Noonan and Garrett, 1992; Schwane and Armstrong, 1983) and the magnitude of lengthening strains correlates with the degree of fiber injury (Lieber and Friden, 1993). The BFLH and the other biarticular hamstrings undergo similar lengthening musculotendon strains and loading during running (Thelen et al., 2005b). One possible explanation for the BFLH’s increased incidence for injury is that the muscle experiences larger localized strains as compared to the other hamstrings. Since BFLH injuries are more commonly located near the proximal MTJ, the localized strains would also likely be concentrated in this region.

What features of the internal architecture of the BFLH could give rise to large localized strains along the proximal MTJ? The muscle fibers of the BFLH originate along a long, narrow proximal...
aponeurosis and insert along a shorter, broader distal aponeurosis. Previous studies have established that aponeuroses perform important roles during locomotion (Azizi and Roberts, 2009; Roberts et al., 1997) and may also help protect muscles from injury by reducing overall fascicle strains during lengthening contractions (Lemos et al., 2008). While the effects of the aponeurosis on overall fiber stretch have been investigated, little is known about how aponeurosis morphology affects local tissue stretches. In order to investigate the effects of aponeurosis morphology on muscle tissue stretch distributions, a model that incorporates the complex shape and mechanical properties of the aponeuroses and muscle tissue is needed.

The purpose of this study was to build computational models to determine how the aponeurosis dimensions of the BFLH muscle influence stretch distributions in the muscle tissue. In order to determine if the three-dimensional morphology of the muscle gives rise to large stretches localized along the proximal MTJ, we developed a three-dimensional finite element (FE) model of the BFLH based on magnetic resonance (MR) imaging data. We analyzed stretch distributions within the FE model for a simulated activated lengthening condition. We also constructed a simplified BFLH model with muscle architecture and aponeurosis dimensions that matched those of the MR-based model. By varying the aponeurosis width, length, and thickness of the simplified model, we were able to determine how each aponeurosis dimension affects the stretch distributions within the muscle tissue.

2. Methods

2.1. MR-based BFLH model

We reconstructed the surface geometry of the BFLH muscle, proximal aponeurosis, distal aponeurosis, and femur from MR image data (Fig. 1A). A series of axial MR images were acquired of a healthy male subject's upper thigh in a 1.5-T MR scanner (General Electric Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA) with a 3 mm slice thickness (matrix, 512 x 512; field of view, 400 x 400 mm<sup>2</sup>). Images were acquired over the thigh from the BFLH origin to the BFLH insertion. In all images, the boundaries of the structures of interest were manually outlined using Mimics 12.0, Materialise NV. Three-dimensional polygonal surface reconstructions were created for each structure based on the axial segmentation data. We created a finite element mesh consisting of approximately 20,000 eight-node hexahedral elements of the BFLH muscle based on these surface reconstructions using the FE mesh generator TrueGrid (XYZ Scientific Applications, Livermore, CA) (Fig. 1B). Aponeurosis and muscle tissue were constrained to remain attached to one another by defining tied contact interfaces between coinciding nodes (Puso et al., 2006).

In order to define the corresponding fiber geometry for the BFLH model, we used a mapping technique that applies muscle specific fiber architecture to the FE mesh (Blemker and Delp, 2005). The fiber map was defined such that the fibers originated along the proximal aponeurosis and inserted along the distal aponeurosis (Fig. 1C). Based on the fiber map, a fiber direction vector was determined for each element in the mesh to serve as an input to the constitutive model. The average fiber length for the BFLH fiber map was 10.5 cm which agrees well with reported values for the BFLH muscle (Ward et al., 2009).

2.2. Simple BFLH model

In order to explore the effects of aponeurosis morphology on the stretch distributions within the MR-based BFLH model, we constructed a series of simplified finite element models. These models all had a simplified geometry that was based on anatomical measurements from the MR-based model. This approach allowed us to independently isolate the effects of the aponeurosis dimensions on stretches within the muscle tissue.

To define the dimensions of the simple models, we made several measurements from the MR-based BFLH model. The first set of dimensions was the same across all model variations; these included: overall BFLH muscle-tendon length, the lengths of the proximal and distal external tendons, and the average distance between the proximal and distal aponeuroses. The second set of dimensions was used to define the morphology of the aponeuroses in what will be referred to as the “simple BFLH model” (Fig. 2B): aponeurosis length, thickness, and width. We measured proximal and distal aponeurosis lengths of 17.8 and 15.6 cm, respectively. These measurements were in good agreement with published data for the same muscle (Woodley and Mercer, 2005). In order to determine the thickness of the proximal and distal aponeuroses, we measured the aponeurosis thickness on multiple axial MR images. The average thickness along the length of each individual MTJ (Fig. 2A) was used to define the thickness in the simple model (Fig. 2B). The proximal aponeurosis had a measured thickness of approximately 3 mm and the distal aponeurosis was thinner with an average thickness of

---

**Fig. 1.** Methods for constructing three-dimensional finite element models of the BFLH. Models were built from axial magnetic resonance images of the thigh (A). The BFLH (green shaded regions), aponeuroses (brown shaded regions), and femur (light blue outline) were manually outlined in each image. Finite-element meshes (B) of the BFLH and aponeuroses were created from the series of outlines. A representation of the three-dimensional trajectories of fibers (C) was created using a fiber mapping technique. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
approximately 1 mm. Finally, we measured the widths of the proximal and distal aponeuroses across multiple axial MR images and found an average width of approximately 8 mm for the proximal aponeurosis and approximately 40 mm for the broader distal aponeurosis. These measurements were used to define the baseline simple BFLH model for comparison with the MR-based BFLH model. Fiber maps were defined such that fibers ran from the proximal aponeurosis to the distal aponeurosis.

2.3. Simple model variations

Using variations on the simple BFLH model, we conducted a sensitivity analysis to explore the effects of aponeurosis length, aponeurosis thickness, and aponeurosis width on stretch distributions within the model. Variation I had proximal and distal aponeuroses with equal widths and equal lengths. Successive model iterations were created by independently changing the length, thickness, and width of the two aponeuroses in order to explore which aponeurosis dimension had the greatest impact on stretch distributions within the model (Table 1).

2.4. Constitutive model

In all models, muscle and tendon tissues were represented as transversely isotropic, hyperelastic, quasi-incompressible materials. The strain energy density function was defined as

$$\Phi = W_1(\lambda, \text{act}) + W_2(\phi) + W_3(\phi) + U(J),$$

(1)

where $\lambda$, act, $\phi$, $\phi$, and $J$ represent fiber stretch, activation level, along-fiber shear strain, cross-fiber shear strain and volume strain, respectively (Blemker et al., 2005; Criscione et al., 2001; Weiss et al., 1996). $W_1$ is a function of activation level and fiber length and therefore is dependent on the force length relationship of a sarcomere (Zajac, 1989). Activation level is input into the model and can vary with time between 0 (passive) and 1 (maximum voluntary contraction) throughout the course of a simulation. Stress and strain are related by

$$\mathbf{s} = 2\frac{\partial \Phi}{\partial \mathbf{e}},$$

(2)
where $\mathbf{S}$ is the Second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor and $\mathbf{C}$ is the right Cauchy–Green deformation tensor. A thorough description of the constitutive model has been previously published (Blemker et al., 2005).

2.5. Model simulations

All model simulations were conducted using the implicit nonlinear finite element solver Nike3D (Puso et al., 2006). Lengthening contractions were simulated by applying a muscle-tendon lengthening in linear increments from 0 to 2 cm (which corresponds to roughly 40° of knee extension motion) while linearly increasing the activation level from 0.1 to 0.5 during the course of lengthening. In all simulations, the proximal external tendon was fixed at its point of origin and displacement was prescribed to the distal external tendon. We chose to analyze the stretch response due to this loading condition because previous studies suggest that injuries most commonly occur in skeletal muscle during eccentric contractions (Armstrong et al., 1983; Faulkner et al., 1993; Lieber and Friden, 1993; Lieber and Friden, 2002; Noonan and Garrett, 1992; Schwane and Armstrong, 1983). All simulations were quasi-static, therefore dynamic effects were not considered.

We sampled the fiber maps (defined above) in several locations to obtain evenly distributed representative “fibers” that we could track throughout a simulation. The number of fibers remained the same for all iterations of the simple model. We calculated the along-fiber stretch ($\lambda$) distribution along the representative fibers for both the simple BFLH model and the MR-based BFLH model. The along-fiber stretch was defined as

$$\lambda = \sqrt{\mathbf{a}_0 \cdot \mathbf{C} \cdot \mathbf{a}_0} = \sqrt{\mathbf{I}} \lambda,$$

where $\mathbf{a}_0$ is a vector defining the fiber direction and $\mathbf{C}$ is the right Cauchy–Green deformation tensor (Holzapfel, 2000). A stretch value greater than 1 indicates lengthening while a value less than 1 indicates shortening. Along-fiber stretch values were sampled at fifty evenly distributed points along the length of each representative fiber in order to quantify how along-fiber stretch varies from the values were sampled at fifty evenly distributed points along the length of each lengthening while a value less than 1 indicates shortening. Along-fiber stretch values were sampled at fifty evenly distributed points along the length of each representative fiber in order to quantify how along-fiber stretch varies from the values were sampled at fifty evenly distributed points along the length of each lengthening while a value less than 1 indicates shortening.

3. Results

The MR-based model of the BFLH predicted nonuniform stretches throughout the muscle, which was demonstrated by both the element-by-element stretch analysis (Fig. 3) and the representative fiber analysis (Fig. 4). The element-by-element analysis demonstrated that the along-fiber stretch varied through the muscle cross-section, with peak values localized in the muscle tissue near the proximal MTJ. The representative fiber analysis demonstrated that the along-fiber stretch values were dependent on the region chosen for analysis and were generally largest near the proximal MTJ (Fig. 4). In order to quantify the distribution of stretches across representative fibers in the muscle, we separated the fibers into three regions as defined by the point of origin along the proximal aponeurosis (Fig. 4A). An average peak stretch of $1.64 \pm 0.15$ was predicted in the middle region of the muscle belly adjacent to the proximal MTJ (Fig. 4C). Stretches were slightly lower in the superior and inferior regions of the muscle with peak values of $1.21 \pm 0.32$ (Fig. 4B) and $1.54 \pm 0.53$, respectively (Fig. 4D). Therefore, we focused the remaining analyses of the MR-based model on fibers within the middle region because this region is the location of peak stretches in the model and is often associated with injury (Koulouris and Connell, 2003).

The average along-fiber stretch distribution for the simple model was similar to that described by the average curve for the middle region of the MR-based BFLH model (Fig. 5). The peak along-fiber stretch for both the simple BFLH model and the MR-based BFLH model occurred adjacent to the proximal MTJ. Additionally, both models predicted minimum stretches within the middle of the muscle belly with average stretches increasing slightly near the distal MTJ (Fig. 5).

Varying the aponeurosis width in the simple model had the greatest impact on the predicted stretch distributions (Fig. 6). The model with two identical aponeuroses (Variation I) predicted

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variation</th>
<th>Width (mm)</th>
<th>Length (cm)</th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Proximal aponeurosis</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distal aponeurosis</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Proximal aponeurosis</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distal aponeurosis</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Proximal aponeurosis</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distal aponeurosis</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Proximal aponeurosis</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distal aponeurosis</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple BFLH</td>
<td>Proximal aponeurosis</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distal aponeurosis</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Along-fiber stretch distribution in the MR-based model, analyzed on the element-by-element level. A lengthening contraction was simulated and the resulting distribution of along-fiber stretch was studied in an oblique coronal cross section (A) and three representative axial cross sections (B–D).
nearly uniform stretch distributions. The model in which the two aponeuroses had different widths (Variation II) predicted highly nonuniform stretches; stretches were high along the proximal MTJ and low along the distal MTJ. Differences in the external tendon and aponeurosis stretches between Variation I and Variation II do not explain the large predicted differences in peak local muscle fiber stretches between the models (Table 2). In fact, while the peak local fiber stretch was much greater in Variation II than in Variation I, the average muscle fiber stretch was greater in Variation I than in Variation II.

When the difference in aponeurosis lengths is introduced (simple BFLH model), stretches slightly decreased along the proximal MTJ and increased along the distal MTJ (Fig. 6), as compared to Variation II. Varying aponeurosis thickness in the simple model impacted the average fiber stretches (Table 2), but had little impact on the distribution of stretch along the fibers (Fig. 7). The model in which the proximal aponeurosis thickness was decreased by 3-fold (Variation III) predicted stretches that were slightly lower than those predicted by the simple model; however, the stretch distribution was similar. Conversely, increasing the thickness of the aponeuroses (Variation IV) increased the average stretches, but had little impact on the stretch distribution (Fig. 7).

4. Discussion

Previous investigations have found that the BFLH is the most commonly injured hamstring muscle during athletic activity (Connell et al., 2004; De Smet and Best, 2000; Orchard, 2001).
Imaging studies of prior strain injuries have also found a larger percentage of injuries in the proximal region of the BFLH, particularly near the MTJ (De Smet and Best, 2000; Silder et al., 2008). The purpose of this study was to identify morphological parameters that may contribute to the presence and location of injury in the BFLH muscle. Our finite element model of the BFLH muscle predicted nonuniform stretches within the muscle, with largest stretches localized in the middle region of the muscle near the proximal MTJ during activated muscle lengthening. Furthermore, analysis of our models showed that the relative widths of the proximal and distal aponeuroses greatly affect how stretches are distributed within the muscle and provide an explanation for why the muscles are commonly injured near the proximal MTJ.

Our results suggest that muscles with one wide and one narrow aponeurosis are more susceptible to injury as opposed to muscles with two wide aponeuroses. Furthermore, we propose that injury will likely be localized along the MTJ at the narrow aponeurosis because strains will be localized within this region. Injury observations in other muscles have also found that injury occurs near the MTJ (Best et al., 1995; Garrett, 1990; Jarvinen et al., 2000; Noonan and Garrett, 1999). However, no studies have as of yet discussed what role the geometry of the aponeuroses may play in the injury mechanism. Studies in the human rectus femoris muscle have found that injury is more common along the distal MTJ in the anterior portion of the muscle at the point of insertion into the quadriceps tendon (Hughes et al., 1995; Koulouris and Connell, 2006; Orchard, 2001). This muscle has a narrow anterior aponeurosis and broader posterior aponeurosis (Yang et al., 2006). Based on our results, this injury pattern may be explained by the aponeurosis morphology with injury more commonly occurring along the narrower aponeurosis due to

### Table 2
Average external tendon, aponeurosis, and muscle fiber stretches for all model variations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variation</th>
<th>Average proximal external tendon stretch</th>
<th>Average proximal aponeurosis stretch</th>
<th>Average distal external tendon stretch</th>
<th>Average distal aponeurosis stretch</th>
<th>Average muscle fiber stretch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variation I</td>
<td>1.022</td>
<td>1.015</td>
<td>1.047</td>
<td>1.032</td>
<td>1.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation II</td>
<td>1.055</td>
<td>1.040</td>
<td>1.037</td>
<td>1.026</td>
<td>1.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation III</td>
<td>1.129</td>
<td>1.083</td>
<td>1.034</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>0.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation IV</td>
<td>1.041</td>
<td>1.033</td>
<td>1.015</td>
<td>1.007</td>
<td>1.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple BFLH</td>
<td>1.056</td>
<td>1.042</td>
<td>1.038</td>
<td>1.026</td>
<td>1.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR-Based BFLH</td>
<td>1.035</td>
<td>1.019</td>
<td>1.005</td>
<td>1.021</td>
<td>1.027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
higher local strains. Generally, our results demonstrate that it is valuable to consider the morphology of the aponeuroses in addition to standard architectural measurements when studying a muscle’s injury susceptibility.

There are several limitations to this study. First, material parameters used in the constitutive model have not all been thoroughly determined through experimental tests. For example, the along-fiber shear modulus has not been experimentally measured for skeletal muscle fibers and connective tissue. However, strain predictions made by a model employing the same constitutive model and moduli used in the present study have been validated with strain measurements from imaging experiments in the biceps brachii muscle (Blemker et al., 2005). In order to understand how our results were affected by changes to the along-fiber shear properties, we conducted a sensitivity analysis in the MR-based BFLH model. Varying the along-fiber shear modulus by three orders of magnitude resulted in a similar stretch distribution with peak stretches located along the proximal MTJ in the middle region of the muscle. Due to the complexity of obtaining in vivo stretch measurements of muscle fibers undergoing active lengthening, the stretches predicted by this model have not been thoroughly validated with experimental data. However, the predictions made by the model agree well with the high incidence of proximal injuries observed in the BFLH (Askling et al., 2007; Clanton and Coupe, 1998; Koulouris and Connell, 2003; Silder et al., 2008). Furthermore, the goal of this work was to explore the effects of morphology in determining how strains are distributed throughout the muscle, not to report exact local strain values.

Second, there are several complex biological parameters that may affect our results, but are not currently included in our models. These include interactions between multiple muscles, interactions between muscles and connective tissues, and spatially variable activation levels. Previous work has shown that interactions between muscles and surrounding structures may affect strains within a muscle (Yucesoy et al., 2003) and that both activation levels and fascicle length changes can be spatially variable within a muscle (Higham et al., 2008). However, our models have shown that morphological complexity alone can result in substantial variation in strain throughout the muscle. In the future, the models should be further extended to include these other biological factors to explore how they may affect predicted strains in the BFLH muscle.

Third, the activation and muscle-tendon length change conditions performed in our simulations were relatively simple, as compared to the loading of the hamstrings during actual sprinting movements. Future work should study the effects of more complex loading associated with sprinting and also include the effects of all muscles within the hamstrings group. This could be done through coupling the FE simulations described in this work with a multibody simulation of sprinting (Thelen et al., 2005a).

While most studies have found the highest incidence of injuries in the proximal region of the BFLH (De Smet and Best, 2000; Silder et al., 2008), injuries still do sometimes occur in other regions of the muscle (Koulouris and Connell 2003). The results of our analysis provide an explanation for the prevalence of injuries near the proximal MTJ. However, it is probable that other factors such as morphological variability in aponeurosis geometry across individuals (which is currently unknown), interactions between muscles and connective tissues, and the more complex loading conditions associated with sprinting may contribute to the injuries observed in regions that are not near the proximal MTJ. A model that accounts for these additional factors is needed in order to explain why injuries occur in other regions of the BFLH muscle.

The results of our modeling analysis have inspired the formation of two new hypotheses regarding the relationship between aponeurosis dimensions and injury susceptibility: (i) the observed prevalence of injuries near the proximal MTJ in the BFLH is due to the fact that the proximal aponeurosis is much more narrow than the distal aponeurosis in this muscle, and (ii) the relative aponeurosis dimensions of the BFLH explain the observed prevalence of injuries in the BFLH as compared to other hamstrings muscles. These hypotheses lead to several questions. First, how variable are the BFLH aponeurosis widths across individuals and might some individuals have relative aponeurosis widths that make them more prone to injury than others? Second, do the aponeurosis dimensions of the BFLH differ from the other hamstrings muscles and might these differences explain why the BFLH is injured most frequently? Lastly, how do aponeurosis dimensions adapt to training and therapy, and can this information be used to provide targeted training to minimize injury susceptibility? The models presented in this study provide a new framework for analysis of skeletal muscle injuries that will hopefully lead to a more scientific basis for treating and preventing muscle strain injuries.
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